Form 1’s Trip to see James and the Giant Peach
A marvellous magical festive treat was
experienced by the pupils and staff of Form
1 on Tuesday 15th December, when they
attended a schools performance of Roald
Dahl’s James and the Giant Peach at the Polka
Theatre in Wimbledon. To celebrate Polka’s
30th Birthday, the theatre brought back this
hugely popular show with its unique
humour and gripping story that was
thoroughly enjoyed by all.
One dark night, a mysterious man gives
James Trotter an unexpected gift… a bag of

glowing, wriggling lights, and a promise of
magic. When the lights break free, something
amazing happens – on a long-dead tree, a
single peach begins to grow, and grow, and
grow… Little does James realise that the
giant peach will become a magical escape
from his ghastly aunts.
Form 1 were enthralled as they joined James
and his new found insect friends as they
embarked on an extraordinary adventure –
along the way they experienced dangers and
excitement, friends and enemies, music and

laughter. The main question in everybody’s
mind was, “Will James survive the journey
and find the new life he so longs for?”
Form 1 certainly enjoyed the trip making
friends with a cast of loveable and hilarious
characters. Everybody, staff included, really
enjoyed the show described in The Sunday
Times as “A winning mix of wit and
wonder.” Who will ever forget their
journey on James’ enormous peach?!
Mrs Catherine Williams

LOWER 2

Bignor
Roman
Villa
At Bignor Roman Villa I made a friendship
bracelet, ground corn to make flour, wrote on
a wax tablet, coloured on a rock to see the
pattern and in the shop I bought a rubber,
bookmark, Roman coins and a slinky. I saw
different artefacts including lots of beautiful
mosaics which all told different stories about
the Roman way of life. We saw Roman tiles,
lead pipe where the water was stored, the
Roman heating system called a hypocaust,
Roman animals and Roman clothing
including a helmet.
The best part of the day was seeing all the
wonderful mosaics and participating in
the Roman workshop.
Freya Johnson
At Bignor Roman Villa I went on an exciting
tour, and I ground corn to make flour in the
workshop. I also made friendship bracelets
out of wool, wrote on a wax tablet, made
some crayon rubbings, made my own
mosaics and played noughts and crosses.
We also had the opportunity to dress up as
Roman soldiers.
I saw different artefacts including many
unusual mosaics, including one of Medusa,
Roman tiles, lead pipe to keep the water in,
a hypocaust and Roman animals. The best
part of the day was grinding all the corn in
the workshop and going on the tour.
Olunibe Morgan
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Leeds Castle
We had a wonderful time at Bignor Roman
Villa. In the middle of the dining room was a
fire, which the slaves filled with coal to keep
the hypocaust heated. If someone walked on
the floor, it wasn’t cold (like in English
houses), it was hot! There were fountains to
surprise guests, for which the slaves had to
pump the water continuously to make it
spout up. Next we walked down a corridor
which was 50 metres long. The floor was
beautifully patterned. One of the mosaic
pictures was of Medusa’s head with
slithering snakes. Her eyes seemed to follow
you everywhere as you moved around.
In the workshop we did many exciting things.
We ground corn seeds with heavy stones
which we had to turn round and round to
make the flour. Afterwards we put the flour in
a bag and took it home. Our next fun activity
involved lots of stones which we used to
make pretty patterns. Next came the twirling.
We got some wool, twirled it round and
round to spin it and when we finished it
looked fantastic (if you had done it right).
Finally we went to another table where pretty
patterns were sitting on top. We had a piece
of paper and some crayons. We put the
patterns under the paper and rubbed the
patterns with the crayons and the patterns
came through onto the paper. At Bignor
Roman Villa we really enjoyed ourselves
and learnt so much about Roman life.
Katie Lyon

We were very excited to arrive,
especially as we saw lots of colourful
peacocks when we entered the grounds.
When off the coach, we were put into two
groups. My group went into the castle first to
do the quiz. It was great fun trekking around
the castle; we saw a timeline of the people
who had lived at the castle, and we read
about Tudor and Stuart years, but my
favourite was Victorian.
We then went to the bird aviary. Our
teachers weren’t sure if it was us or the
unusual birds making the strange noises!
We went to the workshop, and acted out
some drama with Henry VIII marrying,
divorcing and beheading his wives. It was
really funny. We then made Tudor coins. We
rolled out the base and then decorated it.
After lunch, we went into the maze. It was
quite tricky, but we eventually conquered
it. There was a secret grotto leading out,
back to the start. Next it was the falconry. It
was really good as they soared right over
our heads. Some of the birds were really
big and could fly really, really fast, but
some of them were miniscule. Finally it
was time for the shop. We bought a little
present and it was then time to go home.
Adam Taylor

TRIPS & VISITS

Big Camp
On the morning of Big Camp the whole
year was buzzing with excitement. We
couldn’t wait to see the Form 1 play of
Snow White, nor could we wait to set up
our camp (putting up the tents and making
them homely). After break we walked
happily to the Ferndale Theatre to watch an
amazing show with some brilliant dance
numbers and joyful songs.
In lesson 6 we decided who would share
tents with whom. Most people had chosen
friends to go with so it didn’t take long. Once
everyone was satisfied with their tent
buddies we played as normal, and at
2.00pm we trudged up to the campsite
dragging our luggage behind us.
The camp was set up and we had an hour
to ourselves. We could chat, walk in the
woods or play with our friends. All of us
were ravenous... cakes were required.

of the blind walk we saw Main House lit
up. It was magnificent. For tea we had a
delicious BBQ including burgers, sausages
and lollies.

In the evening we played rounders (boys
vs girls), sang songs beside the campfire
with Rockin’ Rev Rutherford and took a
blind walk through the woods. At the end

In the morning we were woken early by
the chirruping of birds. After a tasty
breakfast everybody took down their tents
and cleared up the site. In three groups we

made catapults, shelters and did a treasure
hunt. All of the year (in our tent groups)
took part in a scavenger hunt which was
enjoyable. Once we’d thrown away any litter
on the camp it was over... I bet everyone
would love to have Big Camp again!
Isabel Anderson

UPPER 2

Trip to the Gunnersbury Museum
On Monday 1st February Upper 2 visited
the Gunnersbury Museum as part of the
Victorian History Unit. As soon as the
coach arrived at school we were off. The
journey was a long one but soon we were
at a real Victorian House which belonged
to the Rothschilds. It was greyish white
with lots of trees surrounding it like
warriors would a castle.
We were divided into two groups. My
group spent the morning in a school room.
In 1891 the School Act was passed saying
that all children should go to school and
that it was free. In Victorian times boys
and girls did not sit together. So the boys
sat on the right and the girls on the left.
Inside the school room we met two
women who would be our teachers for the
morning. They were dressed in black
which was typical dress for teachers.
It was fun but strict. On our tables were
slates and charcoal pencils. Our new
Victorian teacher gave us a sum and I got
it right which in Victorian times was not
usual. I was told that I had passed to
Standard 4 and I was very proud of

myself. After that we used a pencil to
write in copperplate handwriting. Only a
few people got it right.
Those who were bad in the lessons were
punished. Punishments were the ‘Finger
Lock’ – a wooden instrument which you
placed your fingers in behind your back,
being caned on your bottoms, which was
sore, being made to wear the dunce’s hat
whilst facing a blank wall, and being put
in the ‘Backstraightener’ which stopped
you slouching.
After lunch the groups swapped over.
We were warmly met by Millie the Maid
and our excited group walked into the
kitchen. It was warm and had a raging fire
burning in the grate. We were told to
address our elders and betters by Mam
(spoken Marm) or Sir. These people
were the Butler, the Housekeeper, the
Owners of the house, and many others
who are higher in the job rankings.
Scullery maids had the worst jobs in the
house. Some of their jobs were horrible.
They prepared the food so that the chefs

could cook immediately. They plucked
the birds, they emptied the chamber pots
of their contents and also hit the dust out
of the rugs.
Later we went into the laundry room. The
laundry maids worked every day
washing everyone’s clothes which resulted
in sore raw hands. At Christmas they
were given goose fat to stop the pain.
After a night of rest their hands were fine
but they had to start again until next
Christmas. In the laundry room there was
a stove with irons on them. They were
made of metal and when they got hot
enough the maids ironed the clothes.
When the metal got too cold then you
had to change it. It looked hard work and
when I tried lifting one it was too heavy.
At the end of the day we strolled back to
the coach and trundled off towards
school, all excited at the fun we had had
at Gunnersbury. Sometime in the future I
might go there again.
Nathalie Burt
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Bough Beech Reservoir
It was a clear day at Bough Beech reservoir.
We had a prompt meeting and then set off
in our groups trudging through the filthy
construction site of Bough Beech in a
parade of colourful wellies. As we
approached the dam we were warned it
would take a lot of effort to climb up the
steep slope. We all ignored our leader’s
advice and raced up the dam at a
tremendous speed, but halfway up we
started feeling like tortoises in our slimy
mucky boots.
After a breath of fresh air we proceeded to
the valve tower. As we crossed the bridge
we were nervously excited as we had been
told a surprise was awaiting us. But, who

could have expected what we saw?
Stretching down to what seemed like the
centre of the Earth was the overflow. I felt
queasy along with some of my classmates as
we peered down over the edge and stared
breathlessly at the colossal hole.
We were then taken into the valve tower
where we stood with our backs against the
wall like in the army. Our tutor, Malinda
informed us about the use of the different
valves and the gigantic flood gate. She told
us about some of the birds that are said to
come all the way from Africa to build their
nests out of the plentiful clay surrounding
the reservoir. As we left, we carefully made
our way down the slope only to find the

boys waiting at the bottom squelching in the
temptingly dirty mud.
Next we entered a dark tunnel that
stretched for a very long distance until we
reached a point where there was some
light. Looking up, we were able to identify
the floor of the valve tower where we had
only minutes ago been standing.
Other enjoyable activities involved doing
an experiment where we were made to
realise just how wasteful we actually are
with our water. We also got to do a quiz
and drink the purified water! It was a very
enjoyable and interesting day.
Daniela Zaks and Arthur Baltay

Under 10 Rugby Tour
On Friday 29th January 22 boys left Ashtead
Park for their first rugby tour as Freemen’s
pupils. On arrival at Terra Nova Preparatory
school in Cheshire, the pupils met their
opponents for that afternoon’s game before
setting off to Jodrell Bank, an astrophysics
centre. This trip clearly inspired the boys as
both A and B teams played some excellent
running rugby and defeated Terra Nova
40-5 and 45-30 respectively.
The second fixture on the Saturday was in
doubt due to a deep frost, but after a long
warm-up and discussion between staff, we
played Ryley’s Preparatory in a game of
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touch, with both teams playing some
exciting rugby, pleased to have played
despite the conditions.
The party then changed sports and visited
Old Trafford Football Stadium, known as the
'Theatre of Dreams', and the boys must have
thought they were dreaming as they went
on a guided tour of the stadium including
the changing rooms, lounges, trophy room
and even walking down the tunnel.
The weather reports for Sunday were the
talk of both boys and staff and sadly we
woke up to several inches of snow. This

meant our final fixtures against Sandbach
RUFC were cancelled.
All boys who were involved experienced the
wonders of rugby touring and will hopefully
remember the trip long into the future. I
would like to thank all the boys who
conducted themselves in a mature and
independent manner and also the other
members of staff who supported the trip both
before and during our time in the North West.
Mr Andrew Bird

LOWER 3

Trip to
Milestones
Museum
Lower 3 visited Milestones Museum in
Basingstoke on 12th May to link in with our
History topic of Britain Since 1930. As soon
as we arrived I was amazed at the sheer size
of the place, which was set in a huge hanger.
We walked inside and were led through a
replica Victorian town to the 1930s section.
There we received audio guides (they
looked a bit like unattractive, oversized
mobile phones) and were allowed to go off
with our group leaders to browse the
artefacts and to listen to the interesting
information about all the old-fashioned
shops with their intriguing products. My
group stopped off first at the toy shop,
they had games that are still around today,
like Monopoly and Snakes and Ladders, but
most of the toys were wooden or metal
and the dolls were made of china. No sign
of the brightly coloured plastic that fills
our toy shops. Next stop was the camera
shop which showed us just how much
things have changed in 70 years. The
cameras were lined up in neat rows
progressing through history, from the
heavy boxes of the 1930s to the smaller,
lighter designs that are familiar to us today.
We left the shops and proceeded to a talk
with Maggie. She told us all about factory

work for women during the Second World
War, who took on new roles whilst the
men were away fighting. She also taught us
some slogans which were used to
encourage factory workers to keep
classified information safe, including
‘loose lips sink ships’, ‘careless talk costs
lives’ and ‘be like Dad, keep Mum!’ We
learnt some funny wartime songs, which
were used during the Blitz to keep spirits
up. My favourite was ‘Run rabbit run’.
Next we visited the ‘Thornycroft factory’,
which was used for building vehicles to be
used in the war and it was here that we went
inside an Anderson shelter and got to dress
up in period clothes. I put on the uniform of a
Women’s Royal Air Force Officer and a
group of us had our photo taken in full salute!
After lunch we found out about the life of
a ‘land girl’, who worked hard on the land
to provide extra ‘home grown’ food for the
British community during wartime. This
was needed as trade ships regularly got
sunk by submarines and importing food
became impossible. I was chosen to milk
‘Daisy’, the machine which was used to
train land girls to milk.
The final part of our day was spent back in
the shops, where we visited a sweet shop –

full of my favourite types of old fashioned
sweets, all served from jars. The bicycle
shop was interesting, as we saw the
progression of bicycle design from the ‘Bone
Shaker’, through to the ‘Penny Farthing’
and up to the types of bikes we still ride
today. Our next stop was the gramophone
shop where we found Maggie, who by this
time had changed from a factory worker
into a smartly dressed 1930s lady. She
explained how gramophone records
worked and we listened to an old wartime
record. It was all very different from the
ipods we use today, though we all still
sang along cheerily! Our last port of call
was to view some interesting room sets
from different decades. In the middle of the
room there was a very old TV and some
rather bouncy couches! There was also a very
old fashioned telephone which I got the
hang of using, after a bit of practice. We
could look into other room sets, such as a
kitchen, where we learned about kitchen
equipment of the age and also about the
types of tinned and dried food that formed
a large part of the wartime diet.
After a quick visit to the shop to buy our
souvenirs, we said our goodbyes and wearily
climbed on to the school bus to return home.
Georgia West

UPPER 3

History Trip to Rochester
The entire Upper 3 travelled to Rochester on
Monday 21st September to investigate
aspects of medieval life in the city. It is a
wonderful place to take the students
owing to the magnificent cathedral and
tall castle that dominate the city centre.
Even now it is possible to imagine how
imposing these structures must have
seemed to the local population which was
exactly the reason for their construction by
England’s Norman conquerors.
Students enhanced their understanding of
developments in castle building and
monastic life. Two sessions were held in the
Cathedral with pupils learning about the
layout of a monastery, the monastic vows of
poverty, chastity and obedience as well as
the reality of long periods of time spent in
silence. Students then put on cassocks to
get a brief flavour of the life and
punishments sometimes suffered by a
monk. Ably guided by Mr Rutherford,

students then looked around the main part
of the Cathedral investigating its layout
and construction. The rest of the day was
spent in the castle with Mrs Edwards
particularly excited by the prospect of
studying such a remarkable monument to
medieval warfare. The Upper 3 first spent
time in the Bailey understanding the
development of the castle and the reasons
for its construction. Then we ventured
inside the square keep itself and
investigated how it had been besieged and
captured by King John in his struggles
with the Barons. Owing to the glorious
autumn sunshine the views over the
Medway from the top were magnificent.
The group returned in record time to
school a little more knowledgeable on the
topics investigated and perhaps startled at
the thought of people willingly taking on a
vow of silence.
Mr Alex Wright
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Osmington Bay

We drove to Osmington Bay and as we approached our destination you
could hear the sea and see all the exciting activities we were going to do.
When we had had our tour around the site
we went into our rooms – they were tiny! My
room was with Eddy, Ed and Harry. When
we were getting ready to brush our teeth I
realised I had forgotten my toothbrush, so I
had to use my finger as a replacement. In
the night we made up nicknames for each
other: Harry was Wolverhampton, Eddy
was Lil’ Astronomer, because he thought a
moving star was going to kill us, I was
Babe and Ed was Juicy Crab. After our first
night we went to breakfast, then we had a
river study and we learnt about rivers and
how they worked.
The next activity was low ropes. Jake and I
had to close our eyes and have a ball
between our legs, because we found it too
easy. A sensory trail was next and we had
goggles so we couldn't see our way round
the obstacles. We then had our lunch.
Later we watched England play USA in the
World Cup. We had a really good end of
the day by playing rugby with Mr V and
my friends. It was awesome.

The next day was by far the best. First we
had breakfast and then we had aeroball and
I beat Jake 8-4. Next we had climbing and I
made it to the top. The climbing wall was
about 5.5 metres tall, and everybody in our
group completed it. Lunch only took about
ten minutes, which was good as we had to
go off to raft building. When we arrived we
pulled on our suits, and made the raft with
different types of knots using ropes, barrels
and metal poles.
As we stepped into the icy water, Mr V
pushed me in and it was absolutely freezing.
Jake also pushed me in twice. Ed pulled me
into the water but I managed to hang onto
the raft. Raft building was incredible and it
was so much fun. It was the last activity of
the day, and it was the longest activity, so we
went back to the dock.
After tea it was a disco, which ended at
9.15pm and then we had to go to bed. We
eventually fell asleep at 2am and woke up
at 6.15am. We were only staying until 3pm
so we only had time for two activities.

After breakfast we had Orienteering. It was
quite boring, but fun to be with my friends;
Jake and Izzy did all the work, whereas

“Raft building was
incredible and it
was so much fun”
Ashlyn, Izzy, Ed and I sat down for the
whole time. Then we had abseiling and
when I looked up at the wall I was a little
nervous, but then when it was my turn I was
no longer nervous. The instructor said the
wall was about nine metres tall. When I was
jumping down I could see everything
including my friends at the bottom. When I
reached the ground I was pleased.
After lunch we packed the coach and left
for home. Osmington Bay was the perfect
way to end Lower 3.
James Bearryman
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TRIPS & VISITS

Dickens World
square. It was actually like we were there at
the time that was pictured. We walked
through a slum which looked like the
place that Fagin’s gang lived in Oliver! and
went into a square which was bordered by
a haunted house, a sweet shop, an upstairs
level that looked over the square, and
other very convincing features of the centre.

Upper 3 left for Chatham in Kent
where they were going to Dickens
world which tied in with their
English topic where they were (not
surprising from the name of the
museum) studying Charles Dickens.
We arrived at the museum and walked to
a fairly normal looking reception apart from
some things where you put your head
through the hole and it looks like your head
is on someone else’s body. Our tour guide
arrived and through the door, the whole
building changed. We were in a Victorian

The day had five main activities: Watching
the staff of Dickens World perform a
shortened version of Oliver! and I was
actually included in Fagin’s gang; We also
went to the Dotheboys hall classroom
from the novel Nicholas Nickleby where on
touch-screen monitors we played snakes
and ladders with a Dickens twist; The
haunted house was occupied with
animatronics and ghost like projections
and videos. There was a performance of
A Tale of Two Cities. We had lunch in the
classroom. There was also the 4D cinema
which everyone came out buzzing after

an entertaining video about Dickens.
Now this is where the 4 in 4D comes in. I
believe that at an appropriate point, a
squirt of water came from behind and hit
people. Wow, it was a packed day!
We went to an animatronics theatre
where robotic models were talking
through a soundtrack that was streamed
all around the theatre and backings came
up and down like a show with real
people in it. Projections were also used
against blank backgrounds to be people.
We also had a lesson about olden day
money – farthings and sovereigns. To be
honest I prefer the way we do it now!
Finally as all trips should do we went to
the shop and when we finished we
played football in the courtyard with
some of the actors. And that was the end
of Dickens World for the class of 2010.
Olli Meek

Lancashire U12 Hockey Tour
We won two group matches, against
Casterton (2-0), and Chase (3-0), whilst
drawing against Rossall, 0-0, and losing to
Arnold 2-1. This saw us through to the semi
final against Kirkham Grammar. The semi
final was very exciting – we scored first but
Kirkham got awarded a penalty corner right
at the end of the game from which they
scored. We went to golden goals and there
was no score so we went to golden goals
with no goalkeeper. We were almost ready
to go to flicks when Kirkham dribbled in
a very weak goal in the last few seconds.
The final was Kirkham v Arnold –
Arnold were a considerably stronger side
and beat Kirkham 3-0 to win the trophy.

Our last match was against Beachborough.
We arrived late in the dark. We were all
excited to have all ten of us in a room –
like a big sleepover.
It was a close match and although we kept
them at bay for most of the match their
strength (and age – all U13s) told by the
end. This was our last match of the tour and
although we did not win, we had improved
a lot from the beginning and we played well.
We had a great time and played some very
good hockey over the weekend. We are
all very thankful to Mr Whybrow for
letting us stay at Beachborough, to the PE
department for making it all happen and

to Ms Moncur, Mr Treloar and Miss
Allman for taking us and looking after us.
We all really enjoyed the experience to play
more hockey and have the weekend away.
The Blackpool 10

LOWER 4

Trip to A Midsummer Night’s Dream
On Friday 5th March we attended
an English trip to see the production
of A Midsummer Night’s Dream in
the Rose Theatre in Kingston. In
English we had been studying the
works of William Shakespeare.
The play mainly revolves around four
Athenian characters:
Lysander – the lover of Hermia;
Demetrius – the desperate man who loves

“We were very lucky
to see the part of
Queen Titania
played by Judi
Dench.”

Hermia but is despised by her and loved
by Helena who he hates;
Hermia – the lover of Lysander and
loved by Demetrius;
Helena – who loves Demetrius but is
despised by him.
We enjoyed all the twists and turns of
this play. It was very funny and we were
very lucky to see the part of Queen
Titania played by Judi Dench.

Angus Gillan
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Upper 3 Newhaven Fieldtrip
On Thursday 6th May, Upper 3 boarded
the coach for an action packed day at the
beach. As we arrived in Newhaven for a
case study on cliff erosion we were divided
into groups. We went down to the sea’s
edge to record the height and angle of the
cliff and the average size of a pebble on each
terrace. In the distance a wave-cut platform
and several dirty, chalk cliffs were visible
and then everyone drew a field sketch of
the cliff profile.
Our group then had a talk about the
breakwater and other ways to protect our
coasts. Looking up we saw the most
amazing chalk cliffs, and felt daunted by
the fact that if it weren’t for its protection,
they probably wouldn’t be so close. Even
though we knew they were safe, it was still
terrifying to think of what would happen if
they did collapse on us. After arriving back at
the coach we were each handed a lollypop
which were very refreshing.

After a chat about development we did an
experiment to demonstrate long shore drift.
We threw two oranges into the sea and
watched each orange travel from the left to
the right side of the beach we were on. To
help tidy our coast we attempted to pull the
oranges out of the sea and into the bin. On
the way home we had time to touch up
our drawings and review the day.
We later went over the work in our
geography lessons to develop our answers
and observations. Overall we had a fantastic
day and came away with an amazing
suntan.
Hannah Froude and Alex Willcox

We boarded the coach and travelled for 15
minutes along the coast until we reached
Rottingdean. There we sat down between
two groynes and all had lunch. Once we had
eaten we went down to the shoreline and
started to try and skim stones over the sea
– we failed miserably. Then we separated
into our groups and looked at coastal
development on and around the coastline.

The Black Country Museum
On Tuesday 15th June Lower 4 travelled to
The Black Country Museum near
Birmingham. It is a very special Museum
as it actually contains real buildings from the
Victorian era, which have been moved from
their original location to the museum. This
meant that during gaps between the three
activities we took part in, our guides took us
to visit a shop or house that was really used
in the early 1900s! For example, we visited a
house that, in its original position, had been
slightly tilted because there was a coal mine
beneath it and the earth had collapsed. Our
guide explained the incredibly slow process
of rebuilding this house and also showed
us how the furniture in it showed that the
occupants were rich.
After this, it was our turn to visit the coal
mine and encounter the miners face to face!
We were kitted out with hard hats and
torches before descending, somewhat
nervously, down the mine. Our guide led us
through a network of winding passages
before we came across a small boy working
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as a Trapper (a model of course). A brief
audio commentary informed us of the poor
boys unfortunate job before we moved on to
the next stop. Throughout the mine we
encountered many more miners and learnt
about the numerous different jobs
involved in mining coal.
After lunch, the next activity was a journey
back in time to a Victorian classroom. We
were split in to boys and girls, given slates
and seated at our desks. Our teacher
explained the strict regulations that a
Victorian school child would have had to
conform to as well as demonstrating the
harsh punishments that would be dealt out
if they did not! Overall it was very
informative and we were even taught a
thing or two about the conversions of
money in the early 1900s.
The final activity of the day was a canal boat
ride through the nearby tunnels. We were
plunged into complete darkness in haunting
caverns to watch a video explaining how the

coal in the Black Country (so named because
of the large amount of coal in the area) got
where it was during the coal mining craze
of the Victorian era. Also, some of us were
even allowed to propel the boat forward
using a method called ‘legging’ in which we
walked along the sides of the tunnel while
still sitting in the boat!
Overall it was a thoroughly enjoyable and
informative day and the three hour
journey was definitely worth it!
Rachel Dunne

TRIPS & VISITS

Salters’
Chemistry
Festival
On 19th April, Katy Griffin, Sophie Berry,
Stephen Gordon and Samuel Strijdom, of
Lower 4, went to the Annual Salters’
chemistry festival at the University of
Surrey, and were shown what experiments
we could do using Chemistry.
The chemistry instructor ignited three
balloons, one with air, one with hydrogen
and one with a mixture. The latter had the
biggest reaction (and therefore the biggest
bang). We were then shown various
experiments such as a measuring cylinder
with solid CO² added into it, a reaction
created by ammonium chromate, which
caused a mini volcano and increased in
volume, and 'Elephant’s Toothpaste' which
was hydrogen peroxide, Fairy Liquid and
potassium iodine. We were then shown some
cool tricks like burning money in a solution
of ethanol and water, which meant that the
actual paper of the money didn't burn, but
the chemical did.
Samuel Strijdom
When we arrived we changed into our lab
coats, decided the pairs we were in and
then opened up our booklets to realise it was
a murder mystery and we had evidence as
pen inks, and reports about the character.
Katy and I started to do some
chromatography. We had to repeat it
because the dots were too close. Stephen
and Samuel started to do some precipitate
tests on the evidence. After we had done
our tests we recorded them in our packs.
We then did the other test to double check
and record the other group’s results. We
discussed as one big group the person who
did the murder. We came to a decision and
all agreed because it was the only person
that both tests agreed on as the murderer.
As we had time leftover we redid the
chromatography both with all the samples
and the few that were similar. Katy and I
also redid the precipitation test.
Sophie Berry

One activity was the University Challenge. The task was
to create a range of natural, organic dyes for a catwalk
show to replace artificial synthetic dyes as the models
were allergic to the man-made material. We used a
number of substances to create the colour in our dyes
such as beetroot, green tea and carrot. To get the colour to
bind with the material (cotton or wool) we made a
number of different salts which help the colour stick to
the material. We then needed to work out which worked
best as extra points were awarded for a large range of
colours and for brighter, deeper colours.
While doing the experiment we noted down every
combination and the result it gave so we could work out
the best blend of chemicals and ingredients. We ended up
with numerous different colours from pink to orange and
green to purple. At the end of the challenge we got to
name our favourite colour; we chose an intense yellowyorange and named it golden sunset.
This challenge was great fun since there was no ‘right’
answer but instead we had to experiment to achieve the
best results.
Katy Griffin
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LOWER 4

Trip to the Victoria and Albert Museum
On 30th November, Lower 4 visited the
Victoria and Albert Museum in London.
It was a great day and we did some very
enjoyable activities. The reason for this
trip was to nourish and improve our
knowledge of maths tessellations and
Islamic artefacts. We did three activities
on the day and I enjoyed each one.

was from and the decoration around it.
We also had to find a tessellating pattern
on a carpet on the floor. This task was to
test our searching skills. We had to find a
tessellation because Muslims don’t draw
humans or animals in pictures. So we had
to find a pattern that looked like it could
resemble a human or an animal.

For the first activity we were led to a large
room with lots of different Islamic artefacts
gathered from over the ages. We were
given questions to make us explore the
room and acquire the answers. For example
we had to find the Qur’an. When found
there were four questions about where it

The second activity was to study and
annotate raphael cartoons. They were
commissioned from the great Italian painter
Raphael Sanzio (1483-1520) in 1515 by Pope
Leo X (reigned 1513-21). They were
planned as full-scale designs for a set of
ten tapestries that Leo X intended to cover

the lower walls of the Sistine Chapel in the
Vatican. In the room there were very large
paintings of scenes from the Bible. The
names of the paintings were names like
Paul Preaching at Athens, Christ’s Charge
to Peter, Conversion of the Proconsul, and
the Decoration of the Sistine Chapel. We
each had to choose one of the paintings/
tapestries and answer some questions that
could be answered in any tapestries’
view. The one I chose was the Death of
Ananias tapestry.
Our third and last activity was to find
different tessellations of the floors,
artefacts and walls of the museum. We
had to copy four on dotted triangular and
square paper. We also had to do two on the
task sheets in allocated boxes. I enjoyed
this because it tested our drawing and
sketching skills. I found rather outstanding
and breathtaking designs. Some seemed
like climbing mountains they were so hard
to draw. This was my favourite part of the
trip because I have always liked drawing
and creating clever designs so it was a
perfect activity for me.
I really enjoyed my day and the
experiences that the visit gave and so I
would recommend and ask to go again.
Cameron Watson

UPPER 4

Visit to the National Army Museum
On arrival at the National Army Museum
on Wednesday 10th March we were given
a presentation about the causes and key
events of World War I with aspects of
trench warfare discussed. We then tried
on a gas mask, and my Granny was right:
they are very claustrophobic and hard to
get on. Next, we got to handle a
deactivated rifle from the war and I was
surprised at how heavy it was and how
difficult it was to operate. Soldiers during
World War I had to be able to fire 15
aimed shots a minute; I managed only ten.
We were then shown into the main
museum and looked at the galleries
showing exhibits from the World Wars.
There was an authentic uniform from the
First World War on display which did not
look very comfortable. However, the thing
which made the greatest impact on me was
the realistic reconstruction of a trench. We
were dwarfed by the very high sides
fitted with periscopes so that soldiers
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could see over the top in safety. It
appeared extremely muddy and
unpleasant; a horrible place to have to live
and fight for days in the front line.
Our visit concluded with a Q&A session
with an actor playing the role of a young
soldier on leave from the front line. His
tales of the dreadful conditions in the
trenches were lightened by his accounts
of the lighter moments like writing a
letter home or playing a game of football.
As a result of this visit I have a greater
sense of the realities of trench warfare than
I could have gained from books or films.
Having had the opportunity to touch and
handle the objects made it seem much more
real. Having had a glimpse of how awful
conditions must have been for the soldiers,
many of them not much older than us, I
hope that we never see another conflict
like the Great War.
Hannah Lingard

TRIPS & VISITS

Junior Ski Trip
The Junior Ski Trip was the perfect
way to end my time as a ski trip
leader. We only needed to make one
trip to the fracture clinic whereas the
last time I led a ski trip I felt like I knew
all the Doctors in Alpe du Huez on a
first name basis. The pupils were
well behaved and the conditions,
especially at the start of the week,
were terrific.
Having stayed at the same resort last year,
we knew exactly where we were going and
what to expect. The food was great apart
from a rather interesting leek and potato
bake which was probably the only dish the
‘non-fussy’ eaters turned their noses up at
during the week.
As far as the skiing was concerned, day
one was a bit of an eye-opener. The walk
from the hotel to the ski school is no more
than 200m, yet between them, Harry
Stringer and Ed Freeman each managed to
drop their goggles, poles, skis as well as
anything else they had to drop, several
times. How on earth were they ever going
to make it through six days of skiing with all
their kit, without arriving late for every
session? Well, somehow they managed,
and what was more amazing was watching
how all of our little troopers (all 38 of
them) adopted ‘survival techniques’ to

help them get through the week.
We were fortunate to be able to request a
few of the instructors we had last year and
the children thrived under their amazing
watch and tuition.
During one session I found myself skiing
with Group 2 – ‘The Screamers’. By the
Wednesday afternoon their instructor had
them all going over mini-jumps confidently,
although judging by their shrieks, perhaps
they were slightly out of their comfort zone.
Towards the end of the week I skied with
Group 1 for the afternoon in an attempt to
take some action photos. I was absolutely
staggered at some of the air they were
getting off jumps, although not everyone
landed softly.

their rooms at night after lights out or the
wipe outs they had on the slopes and the
bumps and bruises they picked up as the
week wore on.
The trip was a terrific success and I would
like to thank the staff who gave up their half
term to be away from their families, to look
after the ski mob. Their enthusiasm and
commitment was very much appreciated.

Mr Martin Valkenburg

Our après ski activities included a karaoke
evening, bum-boarding, a crêpe night, a
quiz and a disco. The two that will stick in
my mind are the ‘nutters’ (both girls and
boys) careering down the piste on their
bum-boards and the karoake where nearly
everyone had a chance to belt out their
tunes in an attempt to deafen the rest of us.
Socially, the children established new
friendships and became more independent
– managing their kit and being in the right
place at the correct time. Finally they left
with memories to last a life time whether it
be about the mischief they got up to in
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City Visit
LOWER 2
The whole Junior School went to the church
in the morning, and sang hymns and songs,
and Mr Rutherford said some prayers. The
church we went to was St Lawrence Jewry.
It had beautiful stained glass windows
which had pictures mostly of Jesus and his
friends and family. The church had high
walls. There were also beautiful designs
on the inside and out.
It was a lovely day and Lower 2 went to
the National Gallery in Trafalgar Square.

LOWER 3

UPPER 3

Lower 3 went to the Science Museum
and IMAX cinema. Firstly we travelled
by coach to St Lawrence Jewry at the
Guildhall, something we do every year.
The church was beautiful, so full of light
and colour. We sat in the wooden pews
and listened to the Cantabile choir sing
and to some speeches.

Upper 3 went on a fulfilling and enjoyable
day to the Globe Theatre. We returned
with a head full of memories and facts.

After the church service we headed to
the Science Museum. We walked past
the Natural History Museum and many
buildings that must have been there for
years. London was so busy and there
were a lot of huge, red buses going
from place to place.
At the Science Museum we looked
around some of the exhibits and ate our
lunch in a part of the museum that
involved boats. We then went to the
IMAX. It was very dark and we all
wore black glasses which allowed us to
see in 3D. We watched an excellent
animated film called ‘Fly Me to the
Moon’. Following the film we visited
the Museum shop to buy our souvenirs.
The whole day was great fun and my
favourite part was definitely the Science
Museum.
Eleanor Whalley

LOWER 4
After the church service, which included
two songs by Cantabile choir and a short
sermon, Lower 4 set off to Wimbledon
Tennis Club. As we entered, the infamous
Wimbledon rain started, so we were swiftly
ushered to the covered seating for lunch.
After eating, two groups were created –
the purple and green groups. I was in the
purple group, and we quickly entered the
tennis museum.
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First we went to the shop and I bought two
pencils, an eraser and mini crayons. After
that we had lunch. Next was the actual
Gallery. One group went to a Greek
mythology picture, which showed
something like a battle, but was actually a
young god on the land disguised as a
young man to marry the girl he loved. The
lady who took us round told us that the
paint they used years ago was actually
crushed berries, but the pink was crushed
beetles with their juice taken out.
Fascinating! We moved on to some Vincent
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As soon as we entered the border of the
city on the coach we felt the buzz of
London. As we journeyed closer to the
Guildhall, we saw the familiar crest that
lies upon our blazer. We entered the
church, and soon after the magnificent
building was filled with the grand sound
of the organ (beautiful yet deafening).
Once the service was over we returned to
the coach and prepared for the Globe.
As we paced along the pavement our
eyes wandered over exhibitions in the
windows of the Tate Modern. Avoiding
the disaster of going the wrong way we
entered the Globe. The foyer was packed
with numerous schools and soon we
were whisked away down the wooden
staircase away from all the hustle and
bustle. The winding staircase lead us
down into a vibrant coloured room. Here
we sat down and had lunch, before we
met our tour guide.
Simon told us loads of facts about the
Globe – like how it’s been built three times
and that the paving slabs on the floor had all
the names of the people who contributed
to the latest Globe. He also informed us
that it is not an actual spherical shape
because you can’t bend wood, therefore

Inside there was a giant array of exhibits
such as a holographic video of John
McEnroe, touch screen tables and even a
200° cinema. These were really interesting
and very interactive. At the end of the
museum we posed with the championship
trophies. We then went to the famous
tennis courts. The guide explained the
history of Wimbledon tennis club, as he
showed us through Court 1, the Aorangi
Terrace (otherwise known as Henman Hill)
and finally the magnificent Centre Court.

Van Gogh and Monet pictures. We looked
at Monet’s train picture, and compared it to
the Greek mythology picture. We agreed
that the train picture had wilder brush
strokes, duller colors and was a tiny bit
more realistic. Monet painted it to prove to
people he didn’t just draw ponds and
flowers. We then met up with the other half
of the year in the gallery foyer to get back on
the coach. We arrived back at school, and
City Visit was over. It was a brilliant day!
Kaiya Rai

it’s made up of twenty sides. Fascinated
by what we’d been told, we couldn’t wait
to enter the theatre itself.
As we entered the main arena our first
thoughts were about how beautiful and
grand it was. Once we were inside and
seated Simon told us some history and
filled our minds with more information.
One of the many facts he told us was about
the audience. The Globe was able to seat
2000 and an additional 1000 standing, and
it cost only a penny to stand and two
pennies to sit. All the shows were matinees
and started at 2pm because of the open
roof. Lords and ladies sat behind the
stage. It wasn’t the best place to see but
the best place to be seen.
As Simon was talking he was interrupted
by the performance of a group of school
children. It was a piece of monologue
taken from A Midsummer Night’s Dream.
After the performance we headed back
down to the place we had lunch and
entered through a door off the wings.
Simon explained that as he was an actor
he would give us a lesson on how to get
into the correct character. We were given
a script from a Shakespeare play and did
many activities on the piece. After a quick
look round the gift shop we ventured back
on to the coach with memories that
would last forever.
Hannah Froude and Alex Willcox

We were told about some of the many
wonderful facts and traditions, such as there
being a person who counts grass, and that
Wimbledon Tennis Club was originally a
croquet club. At the end of the tour we were
shown the room where players are
interviewed after matches, which grandly
ended the trip.
Overall, we had a really fun day out and
learned many wonderful facts about

Wimbledon and its history.
Sam Strijdom

TRIPS & VISITS

UPPER 4
AND LOWER 5

Trip to Rouen
On Friday 25th June, 34 of us departed
for Normandy, France. The visit
promised to be an exciting and actionpacked trip, and it certainly started that
way. When we arrived in Calais, there
was a sense of apprehension within the
bus, as we met our host families. We all
managed to settle in straight away and
ended up speaking a lot of French.
Saturday was a day packed with activities
– we visited the American Memorial in
Caen, and the 360 degree cinema in
Arromanches, where we watched a film
of real war footage. Both these visits had
a particularly poignant effect on many of
the group. The final excursion of the day
was the visit to the chocolate factory at
Nonant. That evening we returned to
our host families for traditional French
meals.
Sunday was the day with our host
families. The differences between many
host families proved exciting – Rachel
Mengham baked a cake from a French
recipe, while we enjoyed a picnic by the
Seine, looking around an incredibly old
church and monastery followed by a
birthday party for our host family’s
eldest daughter Zoë. Others visited the
local festival, some went shopping in
Normandy and some stayed at home for
a family day. All in all, it was a success
all round.
On Monday we started off with a trip to
Honfleur where we all participated in a
town trail. After this we went to the
cider factory where we were given some
apple juice. Next was a trip to Rouen,
where we were guided around the
cathedral and spoken to about the
history of the town before some
shopping time.
We returned to our host families for our
final evening and when morning came
we were all shocked when we realised
how sad we were to have to leave our
family after only four days. Lots of
mercis and au revoirs were heard at the
drop off point that morning and soon
we had to go.
A huge thank you to Mrs Headon, Mrs
Leighton, Miss Desouches and Mr Hearne
for coming with us and making it such a
fantastic trip. It was an amazing
experience, one we will never forget.
Lauren Rofe and Charlotte Bader
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LOWER 5

History and German trip to Berlin
In July a group of 21 Lower 5 History
and German students set off on a five
day visit to the historic capital of
Germany. The aim was to introduce
students at first hand to aspects of
German culture, language and history.
The group experienced a variety of aspects
of German life and language during the
trip. An innovation for this year was an
intensive language class for the majority of
the students. The opportunity to use the
skills which they had learned in School in a
real life situation was at times daunting but
the students quickly immersed themselves
in the language and it was impressive to see
how well they communicated. There were
plenty of other opportunities to try out those
classroom skills at the hotel and during other
visits. A particular highlight was the visit to
the oldest café in Berlin, Café Kranzler,
which has been on the Kurfürstendamm
since 1932. It was also refreshing for the

group to experience what it was like to
witness a national football team enjoying a
successful World Cup with Germany’s
quarter final success against Argentina
occurring on the Saturday of our visit.
Berlin has a great wealth of historical sights
of great importance. The visit to the
Reichstag provided a view of the scene of so
many dramas in recent German History. The
impressive British designed dome on the
Reichstag affords a bird’s eye view of the
city and stayed remarkably cool despite
temperatures of 35 degrees outside.
Reminders of the darker chapters in German
history are a sad part of the city’s history. The
group visited the Holocaust memorial with
its hundreds of concrete blocks and this
provoked different reactions and much
comment from students who were clearly
moved by the experience. An equally
affecting visit was to the concentration camp
at Sachsenhausen which demonstrated the

appalling suffering of enemies of Nazi
tyranny, not only Jews but political prisoners
and other perceived dissidents. One of the
great tragedies of Berlin’s history is that after
Nazi rule came division and competition
between East and West during the Cold War
and the fear of living under this situation
was reinforced by the visit to the ‘Story of
Berlin’ and its eerie underground nuclear
bunker. Yet despite these sombre parts of the
trip, the visit to the Checkpoint Charlie
Museum and the Brandenburg Gate reminded
the students of the bravery of those seeking
freedom in the west and the celebrations at
the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989.
The students displayed their usual positive
attitude, good manners, concentration and
humour. Despite some uncertain map
reading and soaring temperatures they
showed great spirit and appreciation of the
opportunities the trip provided.
Mrs Sarah Hankin

Visit to the Imperial War Museum
The Upper 5 Historians set off on 9th
December to the Imperial War Museum.
The purpose of the trip was to look at
events of the Second World War with a
focus on Anti-Semitism and the Holocaust.
One of the stranger aspects of the GCSE
syllabus is that the final point of the course
is 1939 which means that whilst themes
relating to the causes of the Final Solution
are developed, its events are left untouched.
Although clearly upsetting, the importance
of this part of world History meant the
department felt a visit was necessary.
After arriving at the Museum the group
was given a preparatory session examining
themes in the topic such as the nature of the
victims and the often banal normality of
their murderers. This set the scene for the
visit to the Holocaust Exhibition which
begins appropriately with the quotation
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attributed to Edmund Burke that ‘All that
is necessary for the triumph of evil is that
good men do nothing’. The exhibition
developed the causes of the Final Solution
by investigating the origins of antisemitism in Europe and their development
in Nazi ideology. The panels and exhibits
made reference to the other victims of Nazi
racialist ideas with the particularly
harrowing story of young children murdered
as part of the regime’s ‘euthanasia’ policy.
The students were particularly moved by
the recreation of a wagon from a train of
the era which brought home the
appalling reality of transportation to the
death camps such as Auschwitz. The
concluding pictures of British soldiers
liberating Bergen-Belsen left all students
with a full sense of the horror that even
survivors lived with and experienced in the

last days of the war. The group was given
time to reflect in a debriefing session
arranged by Museum staff.
After lunch and a visit to the impressive
displays of vehicles and planes from the
World Wars the group were meant to
spend the afternoon investigating the
Cold War era relating to their studies.
Unfortunately a fire alarm at the Museum
meant that the group instead spent the
rest of the visit in the park with members
of staff especially thankful for the
relatively warm and dry conditions.
Although the conclusion of the day was
unfortunate, the main area of study was
covered and the students returned more
aware of one of the darkest chapters of
20th Century history.
Mr Alex Wright

GEOGRAPHY
TRIP TO ICELAND
LOWER 5

Visit to the Ypres Salient
On Friday 2nd October the whole of
Lower 5 set off to Belgium to develop
our understanding of the First World
War. Although many complained
about leaving School at 7.00am, we
were grateful to be given enough time
to appreciate each site we visited.
After travelling through the Channel Tunnel,
we began our journey into France and
Belgium. Our first stop was the museum and
Canadian War Memorial at Hill 60. The
monument is surrounded by lawn and has
beautiful views across the salient and
towards Ypres. The memorial pays tribute
to the Canadians and their sacrifice in
launching a diversionary attack before the
Battle of the Somme. After visiting the
memorial we visited the museum and looked
at artefacts such as weapons that had been
preserved from the war. Then we walked
through a preserved line of trenches and
were able to empathise with the conditions
the men lived in and how little room they
had. Although the trenches were dry on
the day, it was easy to see how muddy
they could be and how appalling
conditions might have been.
After lunch we visited the Tyne Cot
Commonwealth Cemetery which contains
the resting place of nearly 11,000 soldiers

who died in the Ypres Salient. The view of
thousands of white gravestones affected
many of us and revealed the devastating
impact of the war. The back wall of the
Cemetery showed the names of a further
30,000 men whose remains were never
found. We all paused for a short service in
memory of all those who died and the
laying of a wreath. After visiting Tyne Cot,
we went on to Langemarck German
Concentration Cemetery. It is the only
German cemetery in the Ypres Salient and
had a very different atmosphere from the
other memorials visited. A reading from
All Quiet on the Western Front reminded
us of the common tragedy of war for all
those involved. As tea-time approached,
we left Langemarck and drove into the city
itself for a delicious dinner.
Our last journey of the day was to the Menin
Gate in Ypres where the names of the British
and Commonwealth soldiers lost in the
Salient between 1914 and 1917 whose remains
have not been found are engraved on an
enormous stone arch. We all stood under the
arch and listened to the ceremony and the
playing of the Last Post. After a thought
provoking and emotional day the group
arrived back in Ashtead at 11.00pm with
their own individual memories of the day.
Katherine Walking
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History Lecture in London
On Wednesday 3rd March, the Lower
6 Historians took a coach to London
to attend lectures by four prominent
historians with the headline act
being the renowned David Starkey.
We arrived at the lecture hall to find an
impressive crowd of A Level students, all
eagerly anticipating the legendary Tudor
expert, and were warmly welcomed by Dr
Glenn Richardson, the coordinator of the
event, and the first speaker. Dr Richardson
gave a clear and organised lecture titled
‘What were Henry VIII’s aims in foreign
policy and were they achieved?’; a rather
positive depiction of Tudor policy,
supported with a wealth of factual detail
on both the main events and characters of
the diplomacy of the time.
The second speaker was the impatiently
awaited David Starkey, delivering a lecture
which aimed to answer the question ‘How
influential was Wolsey in English politics
in 1515-1529?’ Starkey did not disappoint,
speaking articulately and managing to
capture the audience’s attention for the entire
45 minutes. Perhaps his speech focused a
little more on foreign policy than the title
would suggest, however Starkey stressed
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that the two were heavily intermingled, and
still succeeded in providing us with a wealth
of valuable new information on the
minutiae of Wolsey’s life and character.
After lunch, we attended the lecture by
Ronald Hutton, ‘What was the most
significant reason behind the break with
Rome?’ Hutton’s impressive intellect shone
through, and although his lecture was hard
to follow at times, the arguments proposed
were logical and well supported. Hutton
took the overall stance that the evident
reason was Wolsey’s failure to gain Henry
a marriage annulment, and that the King’s
peculiar inflexibility was the lynchpin of
the break with Rome.
The final speaker was another revered
historian, Sir Eric Ives. Ives explored the
legacy of Cromwell, and gave a concise and
brilliantly organised lecture, speaking with
great clarity on the aspects of Cromwell’s
legacy that he deserves credit for, and the
aspects he does not. He concluded that
Cromwell’s legacy was ultimately in
manipulating the ideas of others in order
to create the political reality Royal
Supremacy, developing parliament, and
promoting religious change.

“Sir Eric Ives
gave a concise
and brilliantly
organised
lecture”
Overall, it proved to be an interesting and
incredible day, which helped us to broaden
our range of knowledge, and consider
alternative arguments straight from the
mouths of experienced historians. Not
forgetting, of course, the glorious photo
opportunity with Starkey, complete with
autographs, thanks to the impressive
speed of Mr Wright in racing to the front
of the queue. The Lower 6 Historians were
very grateful for such a productive and
celebrity filled day out!
Katie Zinser

TRIPS & VISITS

LOWER 6

Chemistry Visit to Sussex University
The Lower 6 chemists visited Sussex
University for a day of practical
chemistry and analysis. The day
supports the Sixth Form Chemistry
course as it covers a variety of topics
from the A Level syllabus including
nuclear magnetic resonance, infrared
and mass spectrometry, recrystallisation, isomerisation and
refluxing.
The day began with an introductory talk
and safety briefing from one of the
university professors. His welcome was
short and sweet as he was keen to get us
into our lab coats and mixing chemicals as
soon as possible. The morning experiment
enabled us to practise some of the skills we
had acquired at school as well as learn a
selection of new techniques and methods
of working. By the end of the two hour
session we had each produced a yield of
pure, crystalline dimethyl fumarate and
were ready for lunch.

structural features. Our session was led by
one of the leading professors at the
university. He told the story of a former
student, Harry Kroto, who had entered his
laboratory with a sample of what he
believed to be C60. After careful analysis
and much further research it turned out
the sample was in fact
buckminsterfullerene, a totally new form of
carbon. The department were awarded a
Nobel Prize in 1996 for this discovery.

Our visit was enlightening and highly
educational. It was a great opportunity to
learn more about the advanced chemical
techniques which are used today and why
they are responsible for dramatically
propelling the world of Chemistry
forward. We were provided with a quick
insight into life as a university chemistry
student and were able to see why the
Faculty of Science at Sussex University is
one of the highest ranked in the UK.
Harriet Newhouse

During the afternoon we were split into
groups and rotated around the different
analytical units of the Chemistry
Department. My group began with infrared
spectrometry. Infrared spectrometers
permit chemists to obtain absorption
spectra of compounds that are a unique
reflection of their molecular structure.
Having studied the technique, it was
fascinating to see the machinery in action.
Next we were taken to see the university’s
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
machinery. NMR spectroscopy is a
technique which exploits the magnetic
properties of certain nuclei. Analysis of a
NMR spectrum provides information on
the number and type of chemical entities in
a molecule. We analysed samples of the
crystalline dimethyl fumarate that we had
made before lunch against our starting
material dimethyl maleate. We were
shown the NMR spectrum of the two
geometric isomers and it was explained
how the differences in their spectrum
reflected the differences in their structure,
properties and uses.
During our third session we measured the
melting points of the crystals we had made
earlier in the day. Using these values and
the text book value we could assess the
purity of our products.
Finally we were taken to the university’s
Mass Spectrometry Department. Using
machinery worth over £2 million apiece,
mass spectrometry takes information about
the abundances of ions to tell the molecular
weight of a compound as well as some of its
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Rugby Seniors sign off
in style in New Zealand
12 months of planning, fund-raising
and training had finally come to an
end as we boarded the plane in July
that would take us to New Zealand.
The flight went by without incident
and before too long a decidedly
wearier squad began to experience
the delights of New Zealand
immigration control. We were
finally there and hoping for a
successful tour, but no one knew
quite what heady achievements our
touring party would reach.
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Our customs ordeal took slightly longer
than expected as officials checked James
Wilson’s four pairs of rugby boots. Mr
Moore and Mr Gibson arranged a short
training session in an attempt to ease our
jetlag and prepare for our first fixture.
We enjoyed our morning in Auckland with
a particular highlight being our visit to
Eden Park – the stadium at which the 2011
Rugby World Cup final will be played –
and trip to Mount Eden. We arrived at
Avondale College and were welcomed by
some interesting remarks from pupils of
the school. The magnitude of our situation
had finally sunk in as the pre-match
lunch offered to us was politely turned

down by most who would probably have
preferred a quick toilet break.
After a quick yet purposeful warm up the
2nd XV lined up to face the haka, an
experience that did little to ease the nerves
of the players. Despite this the seconds
played a great game which remained
largely unanswered by the opposition
and finished 7-38. The 1st XV looked to
emulate this performance with a win of our
own. We started tentatively as a few of our
players were floored by some Polynesian
giants. Nonetheless our players enjoyed a
stellar performance and won a tense
match 17-18. We did not know it yet but
this would be a flavour of things to come.
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The celebrations continued as our party
left Auckland and journeyed to Rotorua – a
highlight of our stay being our visit to the
Polynesian spa, worth the trip just to see
Olly Mays in a lime green ‘swimming
costume’. We also visited the Agrodome
farm show that housed 18 different breeds
of sheep and gave us the opportunity to try
our hand at milking cows. We were
entertained on our second night in Rotorua
at the Maori h ngi, an experience that our
captain Alex Wright is unlikely to forget as
he was chosen to accept the customary
peace offering from the chief of the Maori
tribe. He was rightfully nervous, as any
minor slip-up might result in us
inadvertently waging war on the tribe, and
despite having Zinny Dean in our team, I’m
not sure how well we would have fared.
We soon travelled to Whakatane where
our first billet awaited us. Most were
dreading the prospect of having to stay
with a family of strangers, however upon
assembling the next morning it soon
became clear that everyone had revelled in
the experience. Stories of hunting, riding
quad bikes and other exciting activities
immediately started to surface. Upon
arriving at Trident College for our second
fixture many of us felt the nerves arise
once again. However both teams
performed exceptionally and our unbeaten
run continued, the seconds winning
narrowly 21-25 and the firsts also winning
0-24 with some awesome defence. We all
enjoyed a final night with our billets before
getting on the bus once more and
travelling to Levin, the location of our
third and final fixture on the north island.
We arrived at Horowhenua College. The 2nd
XV fixture was a hard fought match against
the strongest team our seconds faced. Sadly
their efforts were in vain as they lost 19-12.
The firsts were granted the privilege of
playing in the local club side’s stadium –
another unforgettable experience. The
extravagance of the venue could easily have
caused some players to lose their focus.
However as another immense haka ended
quite the opposite occurred and the team
put in a special performance, winning 5-29.

We then travelled to our final North Island
destination, Wellington. We visited Te
Puia, New Zealand’s national museum and
witnessed the Hurricanes train for their
upcoming Super-14s match. We also got to
meet the legendary All-Black Rodney
So'oialo, a real treat. The next morning we
boarded our short flight to Queenstown.
Our first full day on the south island
marked one of the highlights of the entire
tour with our participation in the
Queenstown ‘triple challenge’, which
consisted of a trip over the Wakatipu on a jetboat before riding in a helicopter and trying
our hand at white-water rafting.
We enjoyed Queenstown and the beauty of
its surroundings before leaving to face
James Hargest High School in Invercargill.
Unbeknown to us, upon arrival at the
school we were to prepare a song with
which to respond to the haka. After a short
and rather unsuccessful rehearsal we
entered the school auditorium and
responded to the posture dance with a
rather predictable rendition of Swing Low
Sweet Chariot. The players were tentative to
begin with but soon followed the example of
Mr Moore – who had clearly been
disguising a previous career as a choir boy
– and finished the song with gusto.
The 2nd XV prepared to play on a heavy
and muddy pitch. The skill with which the
seconds played is a testament to their
determination after an injury to Josh
French, and the match finished with a 7-12
win. The 1st XV enjoyed a completely
different match to that of the tense seconds’
match, finishing with a 15-50 win and an
appearance on the back page of the Otago
Times the next morning. Phil Earl sustained
a broken ankle during the match, marking
a disappointing end to his rugby on tour.
We all wish him a quick recovery in order
to be ready for selection next year.
We travelled to Cromwell where the
seconds played Cromwell College and the
firsts Mount Aspiring High School. The
fixture proved to be closely fought, and our
defence was tested by the skilful
opposition. Despite this our perseverance
saved us once again and we finished with

a 19-31 win. We had achieved the
impossible and played five matches in
New Zealand without a loss. Praise must
go to Jamie Ray and Henry Gough, who,
despite being injured, played the last five
minutes of their final match for Freemen’s,
marking the culmination of an emotional
match for both players and staff. The
seconds came up against a strong Cromwell
1st XV side, and despite their bold effort,
left the field losing 52-0. Many thanks
must go to Nick Mays, in New Zealand as
a supporter, who played for the injury
struck seconds. Nick – playing two years
above his age group – performed superbly
and was awarded man of the match. Sadly
our tour was over, with only the small
matter of the awards presentation left. Seb
Cox was befittingly awarded the coaches’
player of the tour while James Wilson
unanimously won players’ player. Simon
Taylor won the award for the best
ambassador for the school.
Many thanks to Mr Retzlaff whose constant
support and safekeeping of our passports
(despite one minor slip up) was greatly
appreciated. Similarly the instantaneous
assistance offered to any injured player by
Mr Davies was a crucial contributory factor
towards the success of our squad. Mr
Gibson and Mr Bird’s coaching advice (and
scheduled banter) was invaluable all tour,
and we surely would not have achieved what
we did without their input. Mr Gibson’s
efforts with the brochure and fundraising
were also essential. The entire touring party
is indebted to Mr Moore as tour party
leader. Without his tireless organisation and
crucial involvement in everything from
coaching to accommodation the tour
would not have been half as enjoyable as it
was. Finally we would like to thank our
hosts, the local companies for their support
and our parents for providing us with the
opportunity. I speak on behalf of the entire
team in saying that our tour will remain an
experience that none of us will forget, and I
am also in no doubt that all of us would
love to have the opportunity to revisit
New Zealand in the future.

Ed Hodgson
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Peru Trip
GROUP 1 – KAMAQ
After nearly two years of planning,
organising and shopping it was on 12th July
that we waved goodbye to our families and
embarked early the next morning for the
airport. I was feeling rather nervous, and I
don’t think I was the only one. However I
think the most prominent feeling of all
was pure excitement.
After two plane journeys we landed in Lima.
We were driven to the outskirts of the city
where we were to stay the night. Driving
through Lima, exhausted and nervous about
what lay ahead, the state of the city was quite
a culture shock. Most of the houses looked
half finished and dogs roamed around
with seemingly no owners – it was a far
cry from what we were used to in Surrey.
After a third plane journey we touched
down in Cusco. We soon found
accommodation a bit up from the town –
although we were all feeling quite excited
moving around had to be done quite slowly
as the altitude made us light headed and
short of breath quickly. The part of Cusco
we were staying in was very different from
the parts of Lima we had seen. The Plaza de
Armas is beautiful, watched over by a grand,
imposing cathedral, with flags hanging
from every lamppost and an intricate
fountain standing in the middle. These first
few days we spent acclimatising and
organising – booking buses and searching
for cheap accommodation. To acclimatise we
went on a day trek up to Saqsaywaman
which translates to Satisfied Falcon. This
is a set of Inca ruins which stand on a
mountain above Cusco. Nearby stands a
statue of Jesus with his arms outstretched.
Next we embarked on a nine-hour bus
journey to Puno, the city which sits on the
bank of Lake Titicaca. The views from the
window were so captivating, it was
impossible to sleep. It was strange to see
snow-capped mountains bearing down
on small farms where the owners sat with
their livestock in the fields. Lake Titicaca
turned out to be the highlight of the trip
for many of the group. Visiting the reed
islands of the Uros people, which we learnt
have to be rebuilt every 15 years or so by
hand was really interesting. All their
boats and houses were made out of reeds
and were surprisingly warm. In the
evening we stayed on the island of
Amantani with three different families. On
this island we walked up to the highest
point where the temple stood. Here we
watched the beautiful sunset across the
lake and the snowy mountains of Bolivia.
We then ate dinner with our family who
dressed us in traditional clothes and took
us to a dance in the local hall. Although I
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am not a natural dancer I and everyone
else in our group really enjoyed this night.
The next day we headed back to Puno. The
next part of our trip was the project where
we were helping to build a school and
nursery in a small town in the sacred
valley called Ollantaytambo. The work
we did consisted mainly of moving large
piles of stones and making about 400
adobe bricks. However the area where we
helped most was in donating enough
money to complete the building of the
nursery – a thing that was sadly lacking in
the town. The money we raised had come
from a sponsored run, a charity concert
and various stalls. The need for this nursery
was emphasised by seeing such small
children wandering around the streets by
themselves or having to work. The two
people who were building the school were
very inspirational as despite having other
jobs and two very small children they
were concentrating on doing this to help
the community. They hope to have the
school, called Yachay Wasi, open by March
and to have obtained sponsors for those
children who cannot afford the school.
The best part of my trip was the trek.
The first day was very tough, eight hours
of walking mainly uphill but still very
enjoyable. We had a team of horses and
donkeys to carry most of our equipment
and two horses to carry us should we
need them. It was these few days when I
felt that our team really gelled together,
everyone supported each other and kept
spirits high. The strongest members of the
group stayed at the back pushing, sometimes
literally, the rest of the team up the
mountain. That first night we slept
underneath the most beautiful stars
we had ever seen and a snow capped
mountain. The second day we were
walking up to the pass, the highest point of
the trek. This was such an amazing
achievement and everyone was delighted
that we had made it. From then on it was
mostly downhill. We celebrated the end of
the trek at Santa Teresa, at a campsite
where a party happened every evening.
We also visited the hot springs which,
although they were lovely and warm, it
showed how much devastation the floods
from earlier in the year had caused. Huge
boulders lay everywhere and some houses
were hanging off the side of the rock
which had been washed away by the
river.
Finally the day had arrived when we
would see Machu Picchu. At 4.00am half
of our group set off on the climb up to
Machu Picchu so that they could be some
of the lucky 400 who are allowed to climb
up to Waynu Picchu and watch the sun

rise over the ruins. This was apparently
amazing – and quite surreal walking up
following the bright lights of everyone’s
head torches. The rest of us left several
hours later and unlike the others, took our
time to ascend to the ruins up the
hundreds of steps. Once inside, Machu
Picchu did not disappoint. We wandered
around the ruins for several hours taking
hundreds of pictures, surviving both
llama confrontations and the very narrow
path and steep drop to the Inca
drawbridge.
Due to road strikes we had to walk back
to Aguas Calientes to get a train to
Ollantaytambo from where we were to get
a bus back to Cusco. It was quite a
marathon journey all organised by our
leader Lucy.
We had two fun-filled days of white
water rafting, which was terrifying and
exhilarating at the same time, and
shopping. On our last day most of the
group went for a full English breakfast so
large that they were full for most of the
day, three of us however went on a horse
trek. Luckily the horses were well looked
after and happy, we too enjoyed ourselves
as the scenery was beautiful and the ride
very relaxing.
This trip was an amazing experience, we
all learnt a lot, about both travelling and
how to look after ourselves. The group was
so glad they came and will definitely go on
to travel to more new and exciting places.
We made lasting friendships and memories
and I believe this trip was the best month
Georgina Catlow
of my life.
GROUP 2 – LOS PERDIDOS
Groggy from an early morning we
boarded the plane for the short hop to
Madrid and then the long journey to Lima.
Upon arrival in Peru we discovered that in
the native version of Spanish 'Los Perdidos'
means not 'The Lost' like we had intended,
but 'The Losers'. We accepted the error in
good spirit, but it pretty much set the tone
for the rest of the trip where nothing went
exactly to plan. We enjoyed it anyway.
Our first few days in Peru were spent in the
city of Cusco, acclimatising to the altitude
and absorbing the local culture. We then
took local buses to the town of
Ollantaytambo for our charity work. The
town was surrounded by gorgeous
mountains and ruins with a picture-book
blue sky after the first night of rain. We
helped to build and paint tables for a
local library and delivered them at the end
of the week which was incredibly
rewarding. Also, we worked with another

volunteer, Antonio, to dig the foundations of
a school kitchen. Working with shovels and
pickaxes was hard, but we soon got into the
spirit of it.
We then set off for Mollepata and the
beginning of our trek to the base of Machu
Picchu. We loaded our large backpacks onto
hired mules and set off. The first day was a
hard slog, but we all kept up the pace and we
all stuck together to arrive at camp. In the
night the glacier above loomed brilliant white
and we prepared to face the highest pass of
our trek the next morning. It was here that
things began to go wrong. The day started
badly when, for the safety of individuals
and the group, two of our members had to be
sent back down the mountain with Mrs Judge
due to illness or injury. The rest of us soldiered
on following a glacial meltwater stream and
climbing a punishing vertical 600m of zigzags.
A few of our group were beginning to feel
the effects of the height and began to suffer
from altitude sickness. We attempted to carry
on, but 100m below the path our leader was
forced to make the hard call to turn back for
our safety. We were all disappointed but
understood it was the right decision. So we
turned around and walked back down the
mountain we had spent all day climbing.
Trek abandoned we took the expensive train
to Aguas Calientes, a town below Machu
Picchu. The next morning a few of us were
insane enough to get up at 3am to race up
the steep ascent to get tickets for Wayna
Picchu which was an exhausting but amazing
experience. We all spent much of the day
wandering about the ruins, marvelling at the
achievement of the Incas and absorbing the
tremendous beauty of the city and its
surroundings.
Leaving Aguas Calientes we again
encountered problems as the hot springs we
intended to visit turned out to have been
washed away in the floods. Then over the next
few days transport was incredibly difficult
due to a national holiday and strikes. At one
point we reversed at high speed down a twisty
mountain road to avoid a mob throwing rocks.
Then we began the sightseeing phase of our
trip which involved lots of long coach
journeys. We visited Lake Titicaca and saw
the Floating Islands, where it was decided
that Mrs Judge and Mr Flook looked quite
fetching in the local costume. We visited the
colonial town of Arequipa and saw the ice
mummy that was a girl sacrificed to the
Incan gods. We saw the Nazca lines from
the top of a rickety metal tower. And finally
we went to the Oasis of Huacachina for
sandboarding and R&R, where we lazed by
the pool for a few days before returning to
Lima to try guinea pig shortly before
boarding the plane.
We arrived home tired, sore and carrying
mountains of souvenirs. The trip was a
phenomenal experience and we will all
remember not only the amazing sights but
the sense of camaraderie for the rest of our
lives. Our leaders were amazing and we
found that even if nothing ever went fully to
plan the expedition was still life-changing.
by Margaret Young

GROUP 3 - INCA KOLA
The best word to summarise the holiday
would be eventful. There wasn’t a second
not jam-packed with adventure and sidesplitting moments. After spending a night in
Lima we caught a flight to Cusco. The two
other groups split off and we made our way
into Cusco’s central Plaza de Armos, which
became like a home to us over the month.
We swiftly learnt the ins and outs of being
independent in a South American country.
We had three day treks to acclimatise to the
altitude, to a statue of Jesus, to the ruins of
Saqsaywaman and to an Incan temple. We
even managed to adopt one of the local stray
dogs as our group ‘mascot’. Our daily
routine involved getting up early, trekking
and returning to Cusco for an afternoon of
market-browsing to numerous stalls for
souvenirs and presents for family and friends
back home. In the evening we would go out
for dinner at a restaurant. Alpaca steaks
were a popular choice, as were any other
form of steak.
Then the days of shopping for cheap alpaca
clothing, Inca Kola and steak were over. Inca
Kola is ‘the drink of Peru’, and as a group we
all bought the t-shirts, and some of us were
even fortunate enough to star in an Inca Kola
advert. After five days in Cusco our Trek
began. We started in Mollepata, where we
enjoyed a game of football with the local
children. I would go into detail about the
trek, but I think I may have blocked out most
of the memories. It was one of the hardest
things I have ever done, but I thoroughly
enjoyed it. We would set off at 7 every
morning and arrive at about 5 in the
afternoon, and after a solid day’s walking we
would set up camp, and eat dinner as the
sun rapidly disappeared behind some snow
capped mountain. We trekked on until the
third day, where after staying at a campsite
with a spider-monkey and blaring music, we
moved on carrying our main packs, which
were a little bit heavy. We walked the final
stretch of the trek in about three hours
amongst wild coffee berries, plantains,
avocado and birds of paradise (the flower
that is, but there were parrots too). We had
to walk along the railway line as that’s the
only official way from Hydro electrica to
Aguas Calientes. We then stayed overnight in
a hostel, with hot water I may add. Believe
me, after not washing for five days solid
whilst camping, I think it’s fair to say hot
water was a privilege. We got up at 2am to
beat the tourists up Machu Picchu, but we
discovered we needed tickets, so we had to
wait for the tourist office to open at 5am, buy
the tickets, then get up by the first beam of
light as it hit the peak. We climbed the large
stone steps in just under an hour, and
reached our final destination for the trek, our
goal for the past seven days. One feels a range
of emotions when climbing a mountain, but
most of all a sense of achievement at the
peak and we were amazed by the site, it was
simply a place of natural and man-made
beauty, housing some of the oldest ruins in
ancient civilization. Four of us climbed the
vertigo-inducing peak of Wayna Picchu,

which overlooked the ruins. Steph, Clare,
Alex and Calum all said it was the most
amazing view. The Trek was one of my
favourite parts of the trip, with daily talks
about films with Mrs Samson, Maths
questions from Mrs Hobbs and general
banter with Nicky, our Adventure Lifesigns
leader, mostly about her bitten legs. It was
a laugh and a half.
However the trip was far from over and
next we moved on to Ollyantaytambo for our
charity work. We set up camp, and began
construction almost immediately, after an
induction by Guillemina, the teacher who
decided to take on this project, to supply the
local children with better school facilities and
generally a better education. Over those five
days we came to know Guillemina and her
husband Jose, and I can honestly say they
are two of the nicest people I have ever met,
and I’m glad that the effort we made to raise
the money we gave to them, and the effort
we put into the work itself, was spent going
towards two people such as themselves.
After Ollyantaytambo, it was time for our
trip to Puno, which is host to the world’s
highest lake, Lake Titicaca. We first made a
visit to the renowned floating islands, which
are artificial islands made entirely of reeds,
with people living on them. Then we
moved on to Amantani, another island on
Lake Titicaca, where we were each sent to
stay with a family. They even dressed us in
local clothing, so we could go dancing with
the other locals, and tourists. We went on a
small visit to one of the two peaks of the
islands, Pachatata, which means father
earth, where we watched the sunset. The
next day we set off to another island, Taquile
which was having a festival and had many
market stalls.
During our R&R in Arequipa we essentially
spent all our money on food, especially for
our last meal. Some of us tried guinea pig.
It was a night to remember, but when we
arrived back at the hostel we were all down
in the dumps. We then realised we had two
scourers, that belonged to no one. The fact
our money was stolen did not stop us having
a good time, especially on our last day. We
took a day trip to the local hot springs, and
found them to be small-egg-smelling-baths
full of old naked Peruvian men. What a last
day. However it did get much better with
our last meal. The restaurant found by
Justin, Clare and myself, was superb with
great food, followed by Mrs Samson’s
famous last night quiz. It was a great night
out, which was quickly followed by early
travelling in the morning and waiting six
hours at the airport in Lima, its safe to say
we all became experts at building houses
of cards, and playing bananagram.
It was a fantastic holiday, truly one to
remember. Every single member of the
Cusco crusaders, made Peru 2010 what it
was, fantastic.
Harry Househam
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